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Title: El lenguaje como medio de comunicación. 
Abstract 
El lenguaje se considera comunicación, y significa que un segundo idioma debe ser aprendido en un contexto que estimule la 
comunicación, siendo similar al fenómeno natural de uno o más idiomas que se aprenden fuera del contexto académico. Por esta 
razón es importante crear factores que posibiliten el aprendizaje del lenguaje materno infantil, como el aprendizaje de las reglas 
inductivas, y la creación de un ambiente relajado. Todos estos aspectos del lenguaje y también las características del remitente, el 
receptor y el contexto pueden ser utilizados para explicar lo que el lenguaje implica. 
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Título: Language as a means of communication. 
Resumen 
Language is considered as communication, and it means that a second language must be learnt in a context which encourages 
communication, being similar to the natural phenomenon of one or more languages learning, out of the academic context. For this 
reason it is important to create factors that make possible the learning of the child mother language, such as learning rules 
inductively, and the creation of a relaxed atmosphere. All these aspects of language and also the characteristics of the sender, the 
receiver and the context can be used in order to explain what language implies 
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1. INRODUCTION 
Nowadays language is considered as communication, and it means that a second language must be learnt in a context 
which encourages communication, being similar to the natural phenomenon of one or more languages learning, out of the 
academic context.  
For this reason it is important to create factors that make possible the learning of the child mother language, such as 
learning rules inductively, and the creation of a relaxed atmosphere. 
Moreover, if we consider communication as any act of diffusion or exchange of information, we should notice that it is 
one of the main functions of language, and all them must be taken into account when teaching English, so they can be 
systematised and learned inductively by pupils, as it is recommended by D. Wilkins and J. Van Ek. These functions can be: 
asking for advice, introducing oneself…, but of course, there are lots of them. The aforementioned functions are collected 
in the book Function in English (written by Blundell in 1982). 
All these aspects of language and also the characteristics of the sender, the receiver and the context can be used in 
order to explain what language implies.  
2. ORAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE 
When we talk about oral and written language, we should bear in mind that some languages are only spoken, although 
the most widespread ones have a written and a spoken system.  
On the one hand, we should notice that oral language, in contrast to written language, shows certain characteristics we 
can summarize in the following points: 
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1. We use false starts and we lack in the usage of connectors.  
2. We do not have enough time to look for the most suitable way to express the message we want to send, so it is 
usual to make mistakes. 
3. Strategies as repetitions and pauses are commonly used, so the receiver is able to understand it properly.  
4. It is also possible to paraphrase, which implies using different structures that clarify or complete the message.  
5. Minor density of information is provided than in written language, so it is easier to the receiver to understand 
everything (he cannot access to the information more than once). 
6. The speaker’s oral production can be easily influenced by the variety of speech used by the speaker. 
7. Intonation and rhythm clarify the meaning. 
8. The usage of non-verbal communication strategies, such as gesticulating with exaggeration plays a fundamental 
role. 
 
After having talked about oral language, what are the characteristics of written language? 
1. There is no problem about time, it does not constitute a problem in written production or reception, and it lets us 
choose the most suitable structures for our context.  
2. About the linguistic variety we use, this kind of language is usually more homogeneous than the oral one. 
3. There is high density of information, as well as less redundancy than in speech because written language 
develops slower than oral one. It also makes vocabulary richer and more selected in writing. 
4. Subordination occurs more often, and we use a huge variety of connectors (that, when, while, besides, 
moreover….) whilst in oral speech we only use ones of the sort of and, but, the, if… 
 
We cannot forget a main difference between oral and written language, which is the fact that oral language comes 
before written language in the language acquisition process. Nevertheless, the written language status as a model of 
language is usually superior, and it explains the criticisms to the new ways of speech. The problem could be that in the 
Anglo-Saxon culture the normative academic position has never prospered, although the foundation of a language 
academy in England had its supporters as Daniel Defoe (in the XVII century). However, this movement prospered in Italy, 
France, Spain… 
Notwithstanding this fact, there had been varieties both oral and written languages to imitate considered better than 
the others. We are talking about the Standard English, also known as Received Pronunciation, which is the English variety 
we usually find in the text books. In contrast, we have other varieties of English, some of social kind (Sub-standard English) 
and others of regional kind (Cockney). 
3. FACTORS THAT DEFINE A COMMUNICATIVE SITUATION 
First of all, it is important to bear in mind what we understand as communicative situation. According to Shannon and 
Weaver’s lineal model of communication, a communicative situation follows a lineal order, starting at the source of the 
information and ending with its reception. Only if the message has a common meaning to both addresser and addressee 
the communication will have been a success.  
In order to have that success, the following factors must be taken into account: 
1. The setting (or context) that surrounds the act of communication. This factor determines the formal register as 
well as the exponents of function to be used.  
2. The addresser (or sender) It is the person who transmits the message, making it understandable for the 
addressee.  
3. The addressee (or receiver). It is the person or group of people to whom the message is addressed. The relation 
between the addresser and the addressee has a remarkable influence in the characteristics of the statements: the 
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role they play in society, the linguistic varieties they know, how much they know each other, the sex of both 
interlocutors.  
4. The channel or the way through which the information is transmitted (the air, the telephone cable, or the 
writing).  
5. The code or group of signs and rules that take their combinations used for the transmission of messages. The 
most common one is that formed by signs and rules belonging to the language or languages known by the 
speaker. However, other codes can be used in human communication, for instance, the non-verbal 
communication.  
6. The subject matter or content of the statements. Some subjects require complex vocabulary and restrict a big 
amount of people not to take part in a conversation. It usually happens with disciplines connected with technical-
scientific studies.  
7. The message form or genre. It refers to the formal aspect the speech shows. For example, you can demonstrate 
your loving feeling by means of different concrete realizations, such as a letter, a song, or even a proposal.  
8. Noise or source interference. It refers to the disruption of the message during the communicative process. The 
distortion of sound, the loss of voice of the addresser, the deafness of the addressee, and even the distortion of 
writing during a travel can be good examples of that.  
 
Obviously, these factors are interrelated so we must take all of them into account when considering the communicative 
situation. However, there are many other considerations to bear in mind. If we go deeper into the notion of understanding 
a message, it does not only depend on sharing the code both addresser and addressee, but also on sharing a cultural 
background, the system of values, or a common past. Logically not always theses aspects can be shared, and it will origin 
misunderstandings. 
Next, we are going to see some cases in which we can notice the interrelation among the aforementioned factors: 
 On the one hand, from a sociolinguistic point of view it is interesting to analyse the phenomenon of the language 
variety between speakers. For example, when a speaker changes his habitual variety of speech, as it happens 
when an adult talks to small children whose knowledge of the language is still deficient, reducing his talking 
speed. This process is called convergence.  
 On the other hand, we have the opposite phenomenon, known as divergence. It happens when the speaker does 
not abandon the own variety, maybe because he thinks that his linguistic variety is an identity mark of the group 
he belong to, maybe because of political recoveries (or connotations). 
4. FUNCTIONALISM 
Now we are going to deal, on the one hand, with the language functions, and on the other hand, with the 
communicative functions and their corresponding exponents used in the language training.  
LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS 
What do we refer to as functions? Language is primarily an instrument we use for different purposes. Each one of these 
purposes is called a function. The elements which determine the functions of language are the sender, the receiver and 
the message.  
If we agree that the main purpose of language is to communicate ideas and feelings among people, we can also agree 
with this purpose as the referential function of language. But of course it is not the only function, we may add to this one 
other purposes that the speaker can send with the message, depending on the situation.  
There are three main functions: expressive, conative and referential. Now I am going to explain them: 
 In the expressive function the speaker shows his psychological situation and emotions. 
 In the conative function the speaker tries to drive or attract the receiver’s attention.  
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 We find a referential function when language is used to refer to reality, to transmit contents. 
 
Nevertheless, these previous functions, offered by Bühler, are not the only ones, because other linguistics, as Jakobson, 
added three more functions: 
 Contact or phatic: Its aim is to keep the channel open, to guarantee that the receiver is attentive. 
 Meta-linguistic: Its aim is to explain language, so the addresser informs or is informed about the code used in the 
act of communication. 
 Aesthetic or poetic: The interest is focussed on the beauty of the message.  
COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS 
Now, we are going to deal with the communicative functions and their respective exponents, starting from the 
observation of a teacher’s methodology in the classroom.  
 About the organization of classroom activities, the teacher puts the following processes into practice: 
o Giving instructions to do the activities (“Open your books at page, 4, please”; “All together, now”; “What 
about the other one?”…) 
o Distribution of the different elements presented in the classroom (“First of all, today, …”; “Are you 
ready?”; “Ten minutes to go”; “The idea of this exercise is for you to do…”…) 
o Supervision of work atmosphere (“Listen to what she is saying, please”; “Please, be quite, everybody”…) 
 
 As far as interactions among students and teacher with questions and answers are concerned, the following 
functions must be taken into account: 
o The carrying out of questions to students (“Where’s Joe?”; “What do you think about this problem?”…) 
o The students’ answers to questions (“Yes, that’s right”; “Almost, try again”…) 
 
 In relation to the explanation of the unit content, we find the following functions: 
o Using the second language to talk about itself or metalanguage (“Can anybody correct this sentence?”; 
“Fill in the blanks”…) 
o The supply of information on the teacher’s side (“This is a picture of a cottage”; “As I said earlier…”; “It 
started in 1984”;…) 
 
 Affective expression must be also assessed: 
o Expressing in English emotions and other affective reactions such as surprise, enthusiasm (“That really is 
very kind of you”…) 
o Using the expressions of greetings, gratitude, apology and others that are typical of other context speech 
acts (“Have a nice weekend!”…) 
 
But of course, in order to encourage children in the progressive usage of functional exponents, a previous planning 
work on the teacher’s side is required.  
Moreover, with the purpose of remembering the exponents of function to use in each case, students can make posters 
or cards with enough examples of the different phases (used to start an activity, to continue and to finish it) and maybe 
they can put them on the wall. In this way, the functional use of structures will let the students enjoy their work autonomy 
and they will be able to keep the activity on working without a constant help on the teacher’s side.  
5. CONCLUSION 
To conclude, I would like to emphasize that if we consider language as “a means of communication”, it would be 
illogical not to create a real communication atmosphere in class. Moreover, what we should try to achieve is that, outside 
school, at the street, in real life, each student could communicate efficiently in the foreign language he has been learning 
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through the years. For this reason, English classroom must be managed by the learners as well as by the teacher, because 
we should not forget that the main characters are them. Maybe the solution in to give students the resources they need, 
because if resources are not given, opportunities are missed.  
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